Introduction Experimental Results

Pseudo Label Construction
 Objective function is summed across all modalities, which can be: 1) The likelihood (Maximum Likelihood Estimation).
2) The Expected values (Equivalent to the average late fusion).  The constraint controls the maximum number of pseudopositives to be selected in each modality.  The objective function is linear to the variable  Integer Programming  Linear Programming after relaxation.
How many pseudo-positives to select in each modality?  Query likelihood: a modality whose top-ranked videos contain more query words is supposed to be more important.  Find indicative words in the event kit description. For example, the occurrence of words "narration/narrating" and "process" in the event kit description indicates an "accurate ASR event". MMPRF1: w/o modality weighting. MMPRF2: w/ modality weighting. Improve the baseline Without PRF: by a relative 158% (absolute 6.2%) on Pre-Specified events by a relative 107% (absolute 4.3%) on Ad-Hoc events. Statically significantly better than other baseline methods.
Conclusions
 MultiModal Pseudo Relevance Feedback (MMPRF) is a first attempt to use both high-level and low-level features in MED EK0.  MMPRF offers a solution to conduct PRF on multiple ranked lists. Empirically it significantly outperforms all baseline methods on MEDTest.  Modality weighting is beneficial.
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